Central Oregon Conflagration Task Force

Notification Procedures

Tri-County Fire Defense Chief is notified by the OSFM of a State Conflagration request for a Central Oregon response.

Tri-County FDC contacts the Conflagration TFL to set-up contact information for agency call-backs when requested.

Tri-County FDC contacts the respective other County FDC’s to notify them and request their availability.

DC 911 will simulcast the request to all agencies and notifies the agencies to contact the pre-determined number (FDC or TFL) to advise if their agency is able to send resources to the Conflagration as well as make notification to Crook and Jefferson County 911 agencies.

Tri-County FDC and TFL begin building TF based on responses from agencies that are able to send resources.

It is acceptable and recommended to mix/match resources as needed to adequately fill apparatus seats. Some agencies may be able to send FF’s but not Officers or Engineers. The TFL can build the TF as needed based on the resources the agencies are able to send.

When the TFL has determined by the call-backs that the region is able to support the request the Tri-County FDC will contact the State and advise them of the ability to or not to respond.

TFL will then notify the TF as to status of response and meeting location.